
 Our End-of-Row retrieval trailers have earned a reputation as a dependable workhorses in any 
retrievable/reusable drip tape system. The Heavy Production Version trailer is the next logical step for 
End-of-Row Retrieval Systems from Andros, allowing longer pulls, up to a quarter mile plus. These 
platforms are designed for tape users that must rapidly recover for either reuse or disposal, allowing 
for more efficiency with redeployment.   
 
 The Andros’s retrieval system is built around the Agri-Spool II, 18 - 24-inch reel. New "open ar-
bor" retrieval heads eliminate having to lift and carry full reels of tape. Full reels drop onto a rubber 
matted loading tray that lets the user go from retriever to storage on standard pallets without ever lift-
ing the reel. 
 
 Starting in 2010 all models are now equipped with our “new” superduty traverse carriage which 
virtually eliminates levelwind maintenance. In addition our new trailers include a self lubing traverse 
box and smooth passage tensioning head capable of passing the AEC rigid 700 Series Couplers. 
 

Optional: Rear-mounted forklift allows operators to palletize up to 12 reels per pallet without lifting 

new reels of tape.    

Optional: Overhead racking system provides ample storage space for empty reels, or consider. 

Optional: Tape counter keeps track of amount of tape on reel.  This allows the operator to put on the 

exact amount of tape they will need for the next installation. 

Optional: Splicing stations allow each head to become a tape splicing station.  Any manufacturers 

heat splicer will mount on our specially designed work-tables. Continue retrieval operations and splice 
at the same time.  All electrical wiring and control components necessary to operate the heat splicing 
machine are mounted on the trailer. 
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EOREOR  Drip TapeDrip Tape  

Platforms Platforms   

RT1201-003 HDSP with Deutz diesel  

RT1002-001 8’ 2-Row  RT0801-002 14’ 2-Row RT0801-001 14’ 4 Row 

RT04-001 14’ 4 Row RT1201-001 HD– Standard  

RT1105-001 14’ 4 Row 


